ACCELERATE DEAL READINESS WITH ADVANCED ASSET STAGING
Early readiness is a major factor in the success of a portfolio company exit. The ability to privately share relevant, accurate information to enable secure and
discreet analysis of the opportunity is essential. A deal can be easily lost while you scramble to assemble the deal team, aggregate data, or choose a data room
provider on short notice. Here’s how DatasiteOne Diligence can help you avoid these challenges.

CHALLENGES

DATASITEONE DILIGENCE SOLUTIONS

Using off-the-shelf storage platforms and email, even for sharing
basic financial updates and board books, is risky, inefficient,
and unsecure.

Using DatasiteOne Diligence ensures secure information
exchange, confidentiality and, most importantly, readiness
when exit considerations accelerate.

Awaiting banking partner direction on file organization or
data room selection reduces readiness and can result in a
sluggish response to new exit opportunities.

With over 50 years and 60,000 projects managed, our
Services team possesses the expertise to train and support
your team to build readiness, start deal preparation and
support any hand-offs once you choose a banker.

Securing sensitive financial, technology, intellectual
property and employee data during deal readiness
using off-the-shelf document sharing platforms puts
deal control, confidentiality, and valuation at risk.

DatasiteOne Diligence adheres to the strictest global security
standards. DatasiteOne Diligence has achieved and maintained
ISO/IEC 27001 certification, SSAE SOC 2 Type II attestation
and is GDPR compliant.

The scramble to select a data room provider, re-organize,
redact, and move files back and forth after you have
selected a banker, wastes time, slows your deal, and risks
alienating buyers.

Document sharing can start within minutes of banker selection.
96% of the top advisory firms use DatasiteOne Diligence, so you
can be confident that ramp-up to final build and due diligence
with buyers will be fast and efficient.

Using multiple document sharing platforms throughout the portfolio
company management, deal preparation and due diligence cycles puts
deal data tracking and audit and compliance reporting at risk.

Using DatasiteOne Diligence to manage the full private equity
lifecycle from deal preparation to due diligence provides downto-the-second audit trails and one source of truth for deal analysis,
audit, and compliance.

DatasiteOne Diligence, a market-leading SaaS due diligence platform, enables Private Equity professionals success at every phase of the business lifecycle. We are your
market-leading partner for fundraising, due diligence, portfolio management, deal preparation, and high ROI exits. Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and world-class
support make DatasiteOne Diligence the cloud-based due diligence app of choice for PE, M&A and securities professionals in more than 170 countries.
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